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Executive Summary 
 
 
In January 2009 The Thompson Rosemount Group Inc. (TRG) was commissioned to prepare a 
Functional Plan report for the Child Advocacy Centre (CAC) of Cornwall and Area.   
 
The purpose of this Functional Plan is: 
 
1. Provide a functional Plan that supports the mandate of the Child Advocacy Centre; 
 
2. Review Code requirements related to architectural layout and engineering systems; 
 
3. Prepare Functional Plan Report based on concept information provided by CAC to describe key 

program elements, environmental / engineer systems, area requirements etc. that determine the 
quantity and quality of space required to properly accommodate proposed staff and client 
resource needs and the anticipated functions of the Centre; 

 
4. Prepare Schematic Plan Layout for the ground floor and a typical floor plan at the new Place 

Dominion Place; 
 
5. Comment on the functional program spaces, preferred relationships and concepts of design; 
 
6. Comment on potential future space requirements; 
 
7. Prepare a ‘Class D’ Construction Cost Estimate for tenant fit-up construction and other project 

costs. 
 
 
 
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS: 
 
A Children's Advocacy Centre (CAC) is a child-focused, community-oriented, facility-based program 
in which child-focused community organizations will work in concert for the well being of children and 
their families traumatized by sexual abuse.  
 
The functional plan responds to this requirement by efficiently organizing staff and physical resources 
in a warm, non-threatening environment for children. Important considerations include special design 
features to create a comfortable safe and imaginative child friendly environment for the client user 
groups.  
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SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
(m² = square meters) 
It is estimated that the Child Advocacy will require 543m² (5,845 sf) in gross program area, broken 
down as follows: 

 
 

PUBLIC SPACE 

Entrance, reception, waiting & child play area, child activity 

zones    

 

 

 

177.6m² 

 

PUBLIC / PRIVATE SPACE 

Interview/observation, care delivery, therapy, 

 

 

28m²  
 

PRIVATE ADMINISTRATION SPACE 

Administration support staff, offices,   

 

 

202.7m² 

 

Total Estimated Net Program Area 

 

                 408.3m²  
 

Circulation/Utility Spaces – Net Area Gross Up (33 %) 

 

134.7m² 
 

Total Estimated Gross Program Area 

 

543m² 

 
 
 
CODE REQUIREMENTS 
The Child Advocacy Centre is required to meet design requirements of the Ontario Building Code 
(OBC) and other regulatory standards that are directed and referred in that code. These additional 
standards include: Ontarians with Disabilities Act, Ontario Electrical Code and Ontario Fire Code. 
 
Other regulations standards may also affect CAC, for instance, the building will be subject to the 
strictly enforced building and operational requirements of LEED® (Canada Green Building Council), 
as the building owner has volunteered to certify the building has a LEED® silver registered project. 
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1 Introduction 
Child Advocacy Centre Mandate  
 

Mission Statement 

 
Recognizing the right of all children to a safe childhood, CAC will serve the children of the City of 
Cornwall and area.  The intent of the centre is to strive to reduce trauma and provide support for child 
victims of sexual abuse and their families.  

 
 

1.1 CAC Services: 
 
The primary goals of the Children’s Advocacy Centre will be the following: 
 

• To reduce the trauma to child victims involved in the criminal justice process by providing a 
safe, child-friendly facility for multi-disciplinary team members to conduct interviews and 
investigations;  

• To introduce court procedures to those children invited to give testimonies in a court of law 
• To promote emotional healing so victims and non-offending family members can lead healthy 

and productive lives by avoiding a fragmented approach to the investigation process; 
• To heighten public awareness about sexual abuse and its prevention.  
 

Additional services provided by CAC include:  
 

(1) Conduct investigations of sexual abuse cases by interviewing child victims and non-
offending family members in a child-friendly non-threatening environment; 
 
(2) Limit the number of times each child is interviewed; 
 
(3) Limit the child victim’s need to travel to investigative agencies; 
 
(4) Provide information concerning medical and mental health services,   

 examinations, evaluations; 
 
(5) Be the advocate for the child and family during the investigative process;  
 
(6) Conduct multidisciplinary team case review meetings and provide working space for 
liaison staff;  
 
(7) Provide a consistent, comfortable child-friendly setting for children, youth and their 
families;  
 
(8) Provide a place for children and witnesses to wait prior to a court hearing; 
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2 Functional Program & Design Concepts 
 
2.1 Geographic Location within Community and Regional Catchment Area 

Locating the CAC in the centre of the Cornwall business area is necessity to maximize the 
Centre’s visibility, accessibility and achieve the effectiveness of both its long and short-term 
goals. Various issues related to location impact significantly on the functionality of the CAC, 
i.e.: transportation, parking, pedestrian routes, visibility, signage, etc.  
This report only comments on these issues when they impact on the interior functionality of the 
facility and otherwise makes no comment or analysis regarding buildings or site location.  

 
2.2 Barrier Free Accessibility & Design 

The Ontario Building Code (OBC) requires that the physical design of the Centre be 
accessible and barrier-free so that the facility supports the needs of the program, individual 
clients and allows as much physical autonomy as possible. 
Barrier-free design applies to wheelchair accessibility to all areas but also includes hearing 
and vision impaired. 

 
2.3 Entrance/Reception/Orientation/Waiting 

The entrance /Reception area of the Centre has an important architectural and functional role 
to present a welcoming introduction to a variety of services for clients.   
The building’s exterior signage and entrance route must provide accessible and clear 
orientation to bring clients into the CAC. Exterior should provide shelter from the elements and 
draft-free interior. Reception experience for clients must socially and psychologically be 
welcoming and provide a comfortable introduction to the Centre. The design is to be child 
friendly, inviting, with a spacious reception that welcomes children with an immediate sense of 
warmth and security for children relating the trauma of their abuse. Furthermore the 
reception/administration desk is to be accessible to wheelchairs, be attractively designed and 
not impede visual and sound interaction between staff and clients. Comfort of this space will 
be supported by non-institutional appearance, well designed furniture, adequate space, air 
circulation, day lighting, soothing colours and textures, artwork, lighting design, etc. all to 
enhance wellness, improve healing and reflect the sprit of the children, adolescents and their 
families. 

 
2.4 Artwork and Decorative Accessories 

Allocated wall space to display works of art created by children who have come to the facility 
in addition art can be an integral part of interiors, used to enrich the design of a space and 
artistic expression. Decorative accessories provide a sense of freshness or uniqueness to an 
environment. 

 
2.5 Child Play and Activity Areas 

The Activity Area is the first room visited by a child during his/her initial visit to the centre. The 
design should be bright and cheerful, organized and arranged in different zones depending 
on activities that appeal to the child’s age. The activities are intended to put the child at ease. 
The zoned areas are filled with developmentally specialized playthings including audiovisual 
devices, toys, books, interactive play and various art activities. 
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2.6  The Interview Room  
In this room the interviewer speaks with the child about the circumstances of the abuse. The 
session is videotaped so that the child will only have to speak about the traumatic events one 
time.  
 

2.7 The Observation Room 
The observation room is located adjacent to the interview room, where a group of 
professionals observe the interview. Prior to its conclusion, the interviewer checks with the 
professionals to ensure that all pertinent questions have been asked, minimizing the number of 
interviews, and hopefully the trauma, a child must endure. 

 
2.8  Storage Resource Room 

This storage room stores emergency items for children served by the centre. CAC workers are 
able to obtain clothing, toiletries, car seats, school supplies, shoes and other items for clients. 

 
2.9  Counselling Therapy Services 

CAC offers specialized therapy counselling services to children and non-offending family 
members who have experienced trauma as the result of abuse.  

 
Play Therapy is an effective means of communication with children through play and activity. 
By manipulating toys and the environment, they recreate situations they find confusing, 
frustrating, or painful. By freely expressing themselves with art and other unstructured 
materials, they experiment with various coping mechanisms including music and art in order to 
find solutions that work for them.  

 
2.10  Separation of Public and Private Areas 

The transition from the ‘public area’ to the ‘private area’ must support important continued 
interaction between the clients and support staff. Client orientation is assisted with visual, 
audio and textural cueing; design of architectural components supports a child-friendly 
environment that functions to achieve professional care. This includes comfortable private 
interview /counselling rooms, generous circulation and support spaces for CAC delivery are 
necessary for the functional Interdisciplinary activities for the clients and staff.  
 
The designated administrative support spaces include a reception area, private offices, a large 
secured Investigation Unit room, a meeting room, storage space, staff kitchenette, IT systems, 
records and files, washrooms and a secondary entrance to provide staff secure access. 
Public areas include a waiting / resource area, child activity zones directly adjacent to a 
kitchenette and washroom facilities for the client. In proximity to this area, there is two secured 
private interview rooms with an adjacent observation room.  

 
The separation of the client and staff areas provides privacy and security service for client and 
staff program functions. 

 
2.11  Architectural Components & Colours 

The design and selection of architectural components (include spaces, accessories, furniture 
finishes and colours) can significantly impact on the perception and function of CAC. There is 
an attempt to make the CAC a home-like environment so that the children utilizing the center 
can feel safe and comfortable.  
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 Colour and natural light can provide a visually stimulating natural environment and 
assist workplace efficiencies in obtaining adequate lighting levels (varying levels); 

 Colour can assist in creating a sense of organizational order/orientation for visiting 
clients, for instance defining public space vs. private intimate rooms; 

 Furniture to facilitate various activities for clients (child size tables and chairs, floor 
cushions etc.); 

 An armoire to store media equipment, television and a DVD player;  
 The implementation of hard or resilient flooring surfaces or commercial carpet 

requirements depends on the use of the space and standards regarding clean ability, 
durability, its versatile character and acoustical control. 

 Balance home-like features with functionality (easily maintained/cleaned finishes); 
 Window treatments may help to create a more residential feel. 
 Children’s themed decor 

 
2.12  Environmental Comfort 

Lighting: Lighting design allows users of the facility to carry out activities in comfort and safety 
 Include accent lighting to pictures, plants and walls/furniture; 
 Complement natural day lighting (separate circuits for lighting in this area) and 

provide even illumination in areas adjacent to naturally lit spaces; 
 Include disabled level design of switches and fixtures; 
 Employ task lighting that is adjustable; 
 Prevent direct glare from ceiling fixtures to work areas, particularly computer screens; 
 Assure that passage to light switches is through well lit areas; 
 Include 215 lux in corridors, 323 lux in washrooms. 

Natural Light & Ventilation: Natural light and ventilation (In a building that has windows with 
operable windows) are a desirable component of both a therapeutic and office environment 
that maximizes comfort and control. 

 Avoid drafts or cold spots in sitting areas; 
 Include operating mechanisms that are easy to use and robust/low maintenance; 
 Consider shading mechanisms for windows/skylights to reduce glare (screen shades 

preferred). 
HVAC: essential component to providing comfort in a well functioning facility 

 Incorporate temperature and water temperature within code ranges; 
 Provide ventilation and air conditioned (heated/chilled and humidified air) to all work 

areas, including IT and other support rooms; 
 
2.13  Functional Work Place 

A physical environment that is well co-ordinated multi-disciplinary care system that will 
facilitate care and treatment of clients as efficiently and effectively as possible must support 
CAC client delivery functions that involve education, assessment, communication and 
implementation of care. Key elements of functionality include: 

 Maintenance of client records with adequate and secure storage; 
 Confidentiality of records, interviews and information exchange; 
 Comfort and privacy to clients receiving counselling care; 
 Effective communication between staff advisors with adequate access to data to 

support efficient delivery of basic interdisciplinary care; 
 Privacy and sitting space for clients, family and staff to conduct interviews in a relaxed 

comfortable environment;  
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 Supportive socialization/relationships between clients, visitors and staff; 
 Accommodation of emerging technologies; 
 Applicable staff resources/reference material; 
 Staff lounge/lunch room and male and female staff washrooms. 
 Provision of security for client and staff by the implementation of interior and exterior 

cameras, magnetic locks for secured staff areas, etc. 
 

2.14 IT Systems,  
IT Systems and communication devices are an important part of program delivery. Issues 
include: 

 CAC will be linked to the working community partners’ headquarters. The in house 
system will connect information and records management by providing information 
data base systems and telecommunication resources, by delivering a variety of front 
line services including specialized investigations and administrative support functions.  
Various other technologies will include voice and video recordings; 

 High speed internet connection is a standard resource for research data for CAC 
professionals; 

 UPS back-up system is anticipated for IT system; 
 Interior and exterior security cameras connected to monitor and recorder; 
 It is anticipated that CAC will adopt electronic filing and record storage (and 

scan current paper files) based on direction of other Provincial Health groups. 
This process will not eliminate the requirement for storage of numerous files 
required to be securely stored, but is expected to reduce that space 
requirement 

 
2.15 Common Meeting Room 

The Common meeting room is designated to accommodate meeting groups of, a minimum of 
twelve people and will include: coffee servery, IT/audio visual equipment storage, tele-
conference system, etc.  Room may be multi-use resource boardroom (shared with other users 
– able to be booked for meetings). 
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3 Functional Space Requirements  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Net Area The usable space allotted to a function or group of functions, measured between 

finished wall surfaces, and not including partitions, exterior walls, horizontal and 
vertical circulation and space for engineering installations including duct shafts and 
chases.  

 
Gross Area The total space occupied by an entire building, measured from exterior space of 

exterior walls and including all circulation, partitions, and all mechanical and 
electrical engineering installations, including duct shafts and chases. When calculating 
suite area within an existing building, gross rentable area does not include vertical 
penetrations for elevator, stairs, and mechanical systems. Shared public space, such 
as corridor and pubic washrooms may be calculated on a pro-rated basis. 

  
Staffing  The total space analyzed below is based on the staffing requirements for the proposed 

CAC facility and includes a director, two caseworkers, three full time police officers, 
one member of staff from the Victim Witness Assistance Program, a case worker from 
the prosecutions office and a front receptionist for a total of (8 FTE). 

 
Occupancy Building Occupancy is based on anticipated full-time and part-time staffing levels 

(FTE) and estimated number of clients/visitors, including community room. “Design 
Occupancy” is an important factor in determining fire life-safety requirements of the 
OBC as well as performance requirements of the HVAC system. Assume 58 persons 
maximum building design occupancy. Major Occupancy Classification: Group D, 
Business and Personal Service. (543m² / 9.30m² = 58 maximum occupancy load). 

 
Stage 1: PUBLIC SPACE  
 
3.1 Public Entrance/Waiting Lobby 

Point of first public contact, the entrance doorway and vestibule provide a welcoming overview 
of the CHC, clues to services and invite the visitor in.  Disabled accessibility and generous and 
comfortable seating area at lobby are required. 
Assume waiting/seating for 3persons;                    14m² 
  

STAGE 1: PUBLIC SPACE 

ENTRANCE, RECEPTION & 

WAITING AREA    

STAGE 2: PUBLIC PRIVATE  

INTERVIEW / OBSERVATION, 
CARE DELIVERY, THERAPY, 
COUNSELLING 

STAGE 3: PRIVATE ADMIN. 

ADMINISTRATION 

SUPPORT STAFF, OFFICES, 

SERVICES & BUILDING 

SYSTEMS 
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3.2 Resource Area 
Within public waiting space, an area for brochures and information about the centre.    2m²  

 
3.3 Reception (1 FTE) 

To welcome, orientate and facilitate transition of child and family to the centre. Reception 
serves as a central documentation/medical file area that is managed by the receptionist. 
Activities include telephone reception and appointment scheduling, reception of visitors, client 
records recording/filing, mail/copier, etc.           8m² 
 

3.4 Coordinator’s Office (1 FTE) 
Office includes: workstation, computer, personal files/reference materials, 4 person meeting 
table, etc.                                16m² 
 

3.5 Client records/ and files, Administrative Supply storage/Copy, Print & Mail and workstations 
Adjacent to receptionist includes: mail, fax/printer, record and files, work space, forms, 
stationary storage, circulation, security & fire rating, etc.                                        27m² 
 

3.6 Activity / Play Area / Lounge 
The Child Play area is a large room designed as a home environment, and furnished with 
banquette seating, floor cushions, a table with four chairs and appropriate books and toys for 
the children and parents to utilize. Within this room is an area for toys and equipment storage. 
This area is divided in two to allow design variation. Assume room for eight people.      58m² 
 

3.7 Kitchenette 
The kitchenette with an extended bar top counter caters to the children in the activity area, 
equipped with a small sink, microwave, electric range (induction type), and under counter 
refrigerator. This area includes an adult size table with four chairs and a child size eating area. 
In addition a pantry is allocated for supplies.                     15m² 

 
3.8 Teen Activity Area: Media and Audio Room       

 The media room is a room that has comfortable seating area, a television, and a computer 
workstation allowing the child to work on various activities, watch a DVD or listen to music in 
a private area.              25m² 
 

3.8 Universal Public Washroom - Unisex 
Within proximity to public waiting space, disabled accessible (turning radius), maximize 
independence and privacy, releasable privacy lock system and communication/response 
system, child change table, acoustic privacy and cleanable surfaces;                    4.6m²  

 
Stage 2:     PUBLIC PRIVATE 
                                     
3.9 Interview Room x2  

Located in a private secure area of the building, the interview room is designed for the child 
so they may be at ease during this process at the Center. Design includes specialized acoustic 
separation, lighting, colours, therapy toys, child size furniture, and toy storage, comfortable 
seating, etc. This room also serves as a therapy room. Audiovisual devices are used along 
with video recording during the interview session. 
Assume a maximum of four people at once.          20m² 
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3.10 Observation Room  

Located between the two Interview rooms is a room that has a one-way glass and a sound 
system to allow for unobtrusive viewing and listening. Area includes a table with four chairs. 
Assume space for four staff workers.                        8m² 
 

Stage 3:  PRIVATE ADMINISTRATION 
 
3.11 Meeting Room 

The CAC meeting room is a multi-purpose space which serves a work space/training room, 
etc. Room includes: six chairs and one table, IT/audio visual equipment storage, tele-
conference link/equipment etc.  Assume seating for six.                    11m²   
 

3.12 Child Services (CAS) (2 FTE) 
Two Private offices to include a workstation, computer, personal files/reference materials, 
visitor’s chair, etc.  ( 12.3m² x 2)          24m²  
 

3.13 Victim Witness Assistance Program Office (VWAP) (1FTE) 
Office includes: workstation, computer, personal files/reference materials, visitor’s chair, etc. 
                         10m²  

3.14 Open Workstation Area (2FTE) 
Area includes: two workstations each with a computer, personal files/reference materials, 
visitor’s chair, etc.                                    16m² 

 
3.15 Investigation Unit Room (3 FTE) 

The unit is responsible for processing, verification, data input and maintaining police 
investigations. The unit receives and processes criminal record information. Includes three 
workstations, each with a computer, files / reference materials. A surface area allocated for 
separate computer monitors used for specific functions, a photocopier and fax machine, etc. 
Assume 3 FTE. In this area is a secured area for firearm storage.                        43m² 
 

3.16 Office for Outside Service (1FTE) 
Office includes: workstation, computer, personal files/reference materials, visitor’s chair, etc. 
                         12m²  

3.17 Staff Washroom  
Within proximity to support services, disabled accessible;                4.6m² 

 
3.18 Staff Lunchroom  

Within proximity to the administrative disciplines includes: kitchen servery, double sink, 
microwave, electric range (induction type), refrigerator/freezer, 2 tables with seating for eight.      
                                   25m² 

3.19 IT Room 
IT support includes: grounded work-surface, computer monitors, reference materials, software 
storage, workstation, visitor’s chair, adjacent ventilated/air conditioned server/UPS/hub 
equipment room, access to Data cable, cable tray distribution system, etc.               2.8m² 
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3.20 Storage 
Within proximity to administration and reception area, intended as program literature and 
stationary/supplies storage                      5.3m² 

 
3.21 Storage Resource Room 

The storage room stores emergency items including clothing, toiletries, car seats, school 
supplies, shoes and other items for clients.                   10m² 

 
3.22 Janitor Closet 

Requires ventilation, supplies, vacuum storage, mop sink, etc.         3m² 
 
3.23 Common Meeting Room 

The Common meeting room is designated to accommodate large meeting groups of twelve 
people, to include: coffee servery, IT/audio visual equipment storage, tele-conference system, 
etc.  Room may be multi-use resource boardroom (shared with other users – able to be 
booked for meetings).            36m²  
 

3.24 Circulation/Utility Spaces – Net Area Gross Up 
A percentage factor is applied to the net usable program space calculation to estimate space 
for circulation, wall systems, structural columns, etc. Assume factor of 10 %   

 
 
 

  
 

Total Estimated Net Program Area                           408.3m² 
 
 
Gross Up Factor (circulation and utility x 33 %)                                         134.7m² 
 
 
Total Estimated Gross Program Area                                   543m² 
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